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Figure 1: (a) Two onvex polygons A and B. (b) Minkowski sum P = A� (�B); u is thelosest point from O to �P , so �(A;B) = kOuk.1 IntrodutionLet A and B be two onvex polytopes in R3 , with m and n faets, respetively. Thepenetration depth of A and B, denoted as �(A;B), is de�ned as�(A;B) = minfktk j int(A+ t) \B = ;; t 2 R3g:See Figure 1. One of the motivations for this problem omes from the �eld of robotis.Consider, for instane, the problem of ollision detetion in robot motion planning, wheredistane between objets is measured in the Eulideanmetri. Numerous eÆient algorithmsare known for omputing the minimum distane between two polyhedra in two and threedimensions (see [8, 11℄). Whenever two objets interset, this distane measure is zero.Thus, it fails to provide any information about the extent of penetration. The penetrationdepth is a useful and natural measure of this extent [4, 14℄. In addition, penetration depthan be a useful quantity to have available during physial simulations. Suh simulationssample a moving system during disrete time steps and detet ollisions between objetsusing a variety of methods. When a ollision is deteted, a penetration has usually ourred,beause of the disrete time sampling. The penetration depth of the olliding bodies anbe very useful in omputing how to roll the simulation bak to the instant of �rst ontat,and in estimating the impulse fore required for the appropriate ollision response.The problem is losely related to that of omputing the width of a onvex polytope A.The width of A is the shortest distane between any pair of parallel planes that supportA. We will note below that �(A;A) = width(A). Thus the penetration depth is a naturalextension of width. The best algorithm known for omputing the width is by Agarwaland Sharir [2℄; it is a randomized algorithm that runs in O(n3=2+") expeted time, for anyonstant " > 0. Their algorithm is based on a randomized algorithm, presented in [2℄, foromputing the losest bihromati pair of lines for two \vertially-separated" sets L and L01



of lines in R3 (see below for a more preise de�nition), in expeted time O(jLj3=4+"jL0j3=4+"+jLj1+" + jL0j1+"), for any " > 0. We use their losest-pair algorithm for omputing �(A;B)in expeted time O(m3=4+"n3=4+"+m1+"+n1+"), for any " > 0. Atually, we will show thatif the number of faets of the Minkowski sum B � (�A) is K, then the expeted runningtime of the algorithm is O(K1=2+"m1=4n1=4 +m1+" + n1+"), for any " > 0. This is, to thebest of our knowledge, the �rst subquadrati algorithm for omputing �(A;B).Dobkin et al. [10℄ showed that A and B an be preproessed in O(m+ n) time so that,for a diretion u, the distane by whih A has to be translated in diretion u to separateit from B, denoted as �(u), an be omputed in O(log2(m + n)) time. We use this resultto obtain a simple approximation algorithm for omputing �(A;B). In partiular, for anygiven Æ > 0, we present an O(m + n + (log2(m + n))=Æ)-time algorithm for omputing avetor t suh that int(A+ t) \B = ; and ktk � (1 + Æ)�(A;B).Our results imply an \output-sensitive" algorithm or omputing the width of a onvexpolytope A with n faets in randomized expeted time O(K1=2+"n1=2+n1+"), whereK is thenumber of faets inA�(�A), and a (1+Æ)-approximation algorithm for omputing the widthof A in time O(n+(1=Æ)(log2(1=Æ)). This approximation algorithm is simpler and faster thanthe reent algorithm by Chan [5℄, whih omputes a (1 + Æ)-approximation of width(A) intime O(n+(log n)=Æ) for some onstant  > 2. We also present an O(m+n+k log2(m+n))-time algorithm for omputing the exat penetration depth under any polyhedral metri,where k is the number of verties in the polytope de�ning the metri. Finally, we presentan alternative algorithm that is likely to be more eÆient when the penetration is shallow.Both of these algorithms are based on the tehnique used in the approximation algorithm.2 Computing the Penetration Depth2.1 Penetration depth and widthBefore desribing the algorithm for omputing �(A;B), we note the relationship betweenthe penetration depth of two polytopes and the width of a polytope.Proposition 2.1 For any onvex polytope P in R3 , width(P ) = �(P; P ).Proof: Let � denote the length of the shortest translation vetor that separates twoinitially-idential opies of P . Let v be a vetor realizing the width of P ; that is, v is ashortest vetor for whih there exists a plane h suh that P lies between h and h+v. Clearly,int(P +v)\ int(P ) = ;, and therefore � � kvk = width(P ). As for the other diretion, let ube a shortest separating translation vetor. Clearly, P and P +u touh eah other but havedisjoint interiors. Thus, there is a plane H that separates the interiors of P and P +u, andintersets both P and P + u. In partiular, P lies between the two planes H and H � u.Sine the distane between H and H � u is � kuk, it follows thatwidth(P ) � d(H;H � u) � kuk:2



This proposition suggests that we attempt to modify the width algorithm by Agarwaland Sharir [2℄ to ompute �(A;B), whih is indeed what we proeed to do. Conversely, wewill also speialize the new tehniques developed in this paper to obtain new approximationand output-sensitive algorithms for omputing width(A).2.2 A general exat algorithmLet A and B be two onvex polytopes as de�ned above. Using linear programming, we andetermine in O(m + n) time whether A and B interset [9℄. If A and B do not interset,then we set �(A;B) = 0 and stop. So we assume that A \ B 6= ;. We also assume thatthe verties of A and B are in general position. There are standard tehniques, e.g., thosebased on perturbations, to handle situations where this assumption does not hold.We an formulate the problem of omputing �(A;B) in terms of the on�guration spaethat represents all possible plaements of A relative to (the �xed) B. That is, A turns into apoint p(A) and B turns into the Minkowski sum B�(�A) = fx�y j x 2 B; y 2 Ag. Let usassume that the initial loation of the point p(A) orresponding to A in the on�gurationspae is the origin O of the oordinate system. Note that p(A) is inside the polytopeP = B� (�A) if and only if A (in the orresponding translated plaement) and B interset.By onstrution, it follows that�(A;B) = minfd(O; x) j x 2 �Pg:Let x be a point on the boundary of P so that d(x;O) = d(O;P). Then �!Ox is orthogonalto the faet of P ontaining x. Otherwise, we ould obtain an even shorter distane fromO to �P, whih is impossible. Therefore, d(x;O) is attained as a shortest distane betweenO and a plane that ontains the orresponding faet of P. In partiular, we an omputethe penetration distane by omputing the distane between the origin and all the planesthat support a faet of P.Every faet of P is attained as a Minkowski sum of the form g�(�f), where g is a faet,edge, or vertex of B and f is, respetively, a vertex, edge, or faet of A. It is well knownthat there are only O(m+ n) faets of P for whih g is a faet or a vertex of B (and f is avertex or a faet of A), and they an all be found in O((m+ n) log(m+ n)) time (see e.g.[7℄). Hene, determining the minimum distane from O to all these faets an be done innear-linear time. The problem is to handle faets that are of the form e� (�e0) suh that eis an edge of B and e0 is an edge of A. In the worst ase, there an be 
(mn) suh faets.However, not every suh pair neessarily generates a faet of P.We onstrut a family of pairs of subsets of edges F = f(A1; B1); : : : ; (Au; Bu)g suhthat the following �ve onditions hold.(C1) Ai (resp. Bi) is a subset of the edges of A (resp. B).(C2) Every pair (e0; e) 2 Ai �Bi generates a faet of P.(C3) Every pair of edges that generate a faet of P appears in some Aj �Bj.3



(C4) For eah i, the lines supporting the edges in Ai and those inBi are vertially separated.That is, either all lines supporting the edges of Ai lie above all lines supporting theedges of Bi, or all of them lie below the lines supporting the edges of Bi.(C5) F an be partitioned into two subfamilies FA and FB suh that(i) for every 0 � i � blog2m, there are O((m=2i) logm) pairs (Aj ; Bj) in FAfor whih 2i � jAj j < 2i+1. Let FAi denote the subset of these pairs. ThenP(Aj ;Bj)2FAi jBj j = O(n logn); and(ii) for every 0 � i � blog2 n, there are O((n=2i) log n) pairs (Aj ; Bj) in FB forwhih 2i � jBj j < 2i+1. Let FBi denote the subset of these pairs. ThenP(Aj ;Bj)2FBi jAj j = O(m logm).Note that ondition (C5) implies thatuXi=1 (jAij+ jBij) = O((m+ n) log2(m+ n)): (1)Suppose we have suh a deomposition at our disposal. Then we an ompute �(A;B) asfollows. Reall that our goal is to ompute the minimum distane from the origin to theplanes supporting the faes of P.Algorithm: Penetration-Depth (A, B)1. For eah pair (f; g) suh that f is a vertex or faet of A and g is a faet or vertexof B, and g � (�f) is a faet of P, ompute the distane from the origin to theplane ontaining g � (�f). Let �� be the minimum of these distanes.2. For eah pair (Ai; Bi) in the above deomposition, �nd the minimum distane �ifrom the origin to an element in the set of planesHi = fa�(e� (�e0)) j e 2 Bi; e0 2 Aig;where a�(e � (�e0)) is the plane ontaining the faet of B � (�A) indued by eand e0.3. Return minf��;minif�igg.The orretness of this algorithm is obvious. Step 1 onsiders all faets of P induedby a vertex-faet pair of A and B. By Condition (C2), the algorithm onsiders only thosepairs of edges that generate faets of P, and by Condition (C3), the algorithm onsiders allsuh pairs. It thus suÆes to show how to ompute �i, for eah pair (Ai; Bi), and how toonstrut the family F . 4



Computing �i. Let (Ai; Bi) be a pair in F . Denote by Li and L0i, respetively, the setsof lines that ontain the edges of Bi and Ai.Lemma 2.2 For any pair (Ai; Bi) 2 F , �i = d(Li; L0i).Proof: Let e 2 Bi and e0 2 Ai, and let ` and `0 be the lines that ontain e and e0,respetively. Consider the plane h = `� (�`0) = fx � y j x 2 `; y 2 `0g. Note that for anytwo sets X and Y ,d(O;X � (�Y )) = inffjjx� yjj j x 2 X; y 2 Y g = d(X;Y ):Therefore d(O; h) = d(O; `� (�`0)) = d(`; `0). Thus,�i = minh2Hi d(O; h)= minfd(O; `� (�`0)) j ` 2 Li; `0 2 L0ig= minfd(`; `0) j ` 2 Li; `0 2 L0ig= d(Li; L0i):By the above lemma, omputing �i redues to omputing a losest bihromati pair oflines in Li � L0i. Reall that by Condition (C4) on F , the lines in Li and L0i are vertiallyseparated. Agarwal and Sharir [2℄ showed that under this ondition, the losest pair inLi�L0i an be omputed in expeted time O(jLij3=4+"jL0ij3=4+"+jLij1+"+jL0ij1+"). Summingthis bound over all pairs in F and using property (C5), routine alulation yields that thetotal time spent in omputing all the �i's is O(m3=4+"n3=4+"+m1+"+n1+"), for any " > 0.Computing F . Our deomposition is based on the following observation. Let M denotethe Gaussian diagram (or normal diagram) of B. M is a spherial map on the unit sphereS2. The verties of M are points on S2, eah representing the diretion of the outwardnormal of a faet of B, the edges of M are great irular ars, eah being the lous of theoutward normal diretions of all planes supporting B at some �xed edge, and the faes ofM are regions, eah being the lous of outward normal diretions of all planes supportingB at a vertex. M an be omputed in linear time from B. Let M0 be the similarly-de�nednormal diagram of �A. Consider the superposition of M and M0. Eah intersetion pointbetween an ar ofM and an ar ofM0, representing respetively an edge e of B and an edgee0 of A, gives us a diretion u whih is orthogonal to the plane ontaining the Minkowskisum e � (�e0). Furthermore, e � (�e0) is a real faet of B � (�A). It follows that a pairof edges of A and B generates a fae of B � (�A) if and only if the orresponding arsinterset in the overlapped diagram. Note that the number of suh ar intersetions on thisdiagram an be 
(mn).Our goal is thus to deompose the set of all pairs of interseting ars of M and M0.Without loss of generality, assume that no intersetion point ofM andM0 lies on the equa-tor. (We an either handle these intersetions separately, or perform a random simultaneous5



rotation on M and M0.) If an ar of M or M0 rosses the equator, we split it into two byadding a vertex on the ar at the equator. Hene eah ar lies ompletely in the upper orthe lower hemisphere. Let H denote the upper hemisphere of S2. We will desribe how wedeompose the set of edges of A and B whose orresponding ars interset in H ; the lowerhemisphere is handled similarly.Note that the ars in M (and in M0) are pairwise disjoint. We entrally projet thears of M and M0 that lie in H onto the plane h : z = 1. Sine eah ar of M and M0 isa portion of a great irle, it projets to a segment (or a ray) on h. Let E (resp. E0) bethe set of projeted segments of ars inM (resp.M0). By onstrution, the interiors of thesegments in E (or E0) are pairwise disjoint.As desribed in [6℄, we deompose the set of interseting pairs of segments in E and E0into a family F 0 = f(E1; E01); : : : ; (Eu; E0u)g as follows. We onstrut two segment trees TAand TB on the segments of E and E0, respetively. Eah node v of TA (resp. TB) orrespondsto a vertial strip, with an assoiated subset Ev � E (resp. E0v � E0) that ompletely rossthe strip. For eah suh subset, we onstrut a balaned binary tree, sorted by the heightof those segments inside the strip (the segments do not interset, and thus the ordering iswell de�ned). For eah node w of this binary tree, we refer to the subset of segments storedin the subtree rooted at w as a anonial subset.For eah segment e of E0 (resp. E), we �nd the nodes v of TA (resp. TB) suh thatat least one endpoint of e lies inside the strip assoiated with the parent of v; there is alogarithmi number of suh nodes. We report all segments of Ev (resp. E0v) interseted bythe segment as the union of a logarithmi number of anonial subsets. After repeatingthis step for all segments, for eah anonial subset Ew of TA, we report the pair (Ew; E0w),where E0w is the subset of segments for whih the query proedure returned Ew as one of theanonial subsets. We do the same for the anonial subsets of TB. It is shown in [7℄ thatif segments e 2 E; e0 2 E0 interset, then there is at least one suh pair (Ez ; E0z) suh thate 2 Ez and e0 2 E0z, and that the total time spent and storage used is O((m+n) log(m+n)).(Note that an interseting pair (e; e0) may be reported twie in this algorithm|one whensearhing with e and one when searhing with e0.) Finally, for eah pair (Ew; E0w), let Aw(resp. Bw) be the set of orresponding edges of A and B. We add the pair (Aw; Bw) to F .FA (resp. FB) is the subset of pairs orresponding to the anonial subsets of TA (resp. TB).The argument in [7℄ shows that F satis�es onditions (C1){(C3) and (C5). Condition (C4)follows from the following lemma.Lemma 2.3 Let e be an edge of B and e0 an edge of A suh that the orresponding arsinterset in H . Then the line supporting e lies above the line supporting e0.Proof: Sine the ars orresponding to e and e0 interset in H , the sum e� (�e0) is a faetof B � (�A) with an outward normal diretion u that points upwards. By onstrutionof the diagrams, there are planes h, h0 orthogonal to u and supporting, respetively, B ate and A at e0. Moreover, relative to the diretion u, B lies below h and A lies above h0.It follows that sine A and B interset, the plane h is above the plane h0 relative to thediretion u. Thus also the line ` ontaining e is above the line `0 ontaining e0 relative to the6



diretion u. Reall that we assumed that the verties of A and B are in general position, so,in partiular, there are no four oplanar verties. Thus the lines ` and `0 are not parallel.Let `0 be the unique upward-direted vertial line that passes through ` and `0. Sine theangle between `0 and u is smaller that �=2, and a line in diretion u rosses h0 before h, itfollows that `0 also rosses h0 (at a point on `0) before it rosses h (at a point on `). Hene` lies vertially above `0, as laimed.Hene, we onlude the following.Theorem 2.4 Given two onvex polytopes A, B in R3 with m and n verties, respe-tively, the penetration depth of A and B an be omputed in randomized expeted timeO(m3=4+"n3=4+" +m1+" + n1+"), for any " > 0; the onstant of proportionality depends on".2.3 An output-sensitive boundLet K denote the number of faets in P = B � (�A). We derive a bound on the expetedrunning time of the algorithm that depends on K. Note that the pair (Ai; Bi) ontributesjAij � jBij faets to P by Condition (C2). The expeted running time of the algorithm isuXi=1 O �(jAijjBij)3=4+" + jAij1+" + jBij1+"� = O K" uXi=1(jAijjBij)3=4 +m1+" + n1+"! ;where we have used (1) in bounding the sums of the seond and third terms.We obtain a bound onP(Aj ;Bj)2FA(jAj jjBj j)3=4. A similar argument bounds the quan-tity for pairs in FB . Let Ki =P(Aj ;Bj)2FAi jAj jjBj j be the number of faets ontributed bythe pairs in FAi . Reall that ��FAi �� = O((m=2i) logm). Using H�older's inequality, we obtain:X(Aj ;Bj)2FA(jAj jjBj j)3=4 = log2mXi=0 X(Aj ;Bj)2FAi (jAj jjBj j)3=4� log2mXi=0 0� X(Aj ;Bj)2FAi jAj jjBjj1A3=4 ��FAi ��1=4� log2mXi=0 O K3=4i �m logm2i �1=4!� O0�(m logm)1=4 log2mXi=0 K3=4i2i=4 1A :On the other hand, Ki � 2i+1P(Aj ;Bj)2FAi jBj j � 2in log n for a onstant  > 1. The termPiK3=4i =2i=4 is therefore maximized when Ki = 2in log n for 0 � i � log2 Kn log n and 07



otherwise. Hene,log2mXi=0 K3=4i2i=4 = log2 Kn log nXi=0 O(2i=2(n log n)3=4) = O(pK(n logn)1=4):Therefore X(Aj ;Bj)2FA(jAj jjBj j)3=4 = O(pK(mn logm logn)1=4), and the same bound holdsfor the sum over pairs in FB . We thus obtain the following.Theorem 2.5 Given two interseting onvex polytopes A, B in R3 with m and n verties,respetively, suh that B � (�A) has K faets, one an ompute the penetration depth of Aand B in randomized expeted time O �K1=2+"m1=4n1=4 +m1+" + n1+"� for any " > 0.An immediate orollary of the above theorem is the following.Corollary 2.6 Given a onvex polytope A in R3 with n verties suh that A� (�A) has Kfaets, one an ompute the width of A in randomized expeted time O �K1=2+"n1=2 + n1+"�for any " > 0.3 An Approximation AlgorithmWe now present an eÆient algorithm for approximating the penetration depth of A andB. That is, for a given Æ > 0, the algorithm omputes a translation vetor t suh that theinteriors of A+ t and B are disjoint and ktk � (1 + Æ)�(A;B). The algorithm is as follows.Algorithm: Approx-Separation (A, B)1. De�ne on the unit sphere of diretions a grid G of points in the following manner:Divide the interval of angles [0; �℄ into l1=pÆm subintervals of equal length,delimited by the points 0 = p0; p1; � � � ; pd1=pÆe = �, where 1 is a onstantindependent of Æ. Then the grid G is de�ned as the set of pointsG = n(pi; 2pj) j 0 � i; j � l1=pÆmo ;where the points are given in spherial oordinates ('; �). The onstant 1 ishosen so that the spherial distane from any point on the sphere to its nearestgrid point is at most pÆ.2. For eah point p 2 G, perform the following ray-shooting query: Find the inter-setion point on the boundary of B � (�A) with the ray �!Op. Let �(p) be theEulidean distane from O to the boundary of B�(�A) in this diretion. We willexplain below how the ray-shooting an be performed eÆiently without expliitomputation of the Minkowski sum.3. Output � = minp2Gf�(p)g as an approximate solution.8



v u�Figure 2: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 3.1Lemma 3.1 For any Æ > 0, algorithm Approx-Separation omputes orretly a trans-lation of length � that separates A and B, suh that � � (1 + Æ)�(A;B).Proof: Let v be the vetor that realizes the penetration depth �(A;B). Let u be thevetor omputed by the algorithm, as it ray-shoots in the diretion whih is losest (inangular distane) to that of v. Clearly, the vetor u, lying on the boundary of B � (�A),separates A and B. Let � be the angle between v and u. By onstrution, � � pÆ. SeeFigure 2.It is easy to verify thatjjujj � jjvjjos� � jjvjj1� �2=2 � (1 + �2)jjvjj � (1 + Æ)jjvjj:The size of the grid built by theApprox-Separation algorithm isO(1=Æ). It was shownby Dobkin et al. [10℄, that after a linear-time preproessing of A and B into suitable datastrutures, the shortest separation of A and B along any query diretion u an be omputedin time O(log2(m + n)). This operation is equivalent to performing a ray shooting in thediretion u from the origin toward �P. Therefore, the total running time of the algorithmApprox-Separation is O(m+ n+ (log2(m+ n))=Æ). We have thus shown:Theorem 3.2 Given two onvex polytopes A and B in R3 , with m and n faets, respetively,and a parameter Æ > 0, one an ompute, in time O(m+n+(log2(m+n))=Æ), a separatingtranslation for A and B whose length is at most (1 + Æ)�(A;B).Applying Proposition 2.1, we also obtain the following orollary:Corollary 3.3 For any Æ > 0, a (1 + Æ)-approximation of the width of a onvex polytopein R3 with n faets an be omputed in time O(n+ (log2 n)=Æ).The above result an be further improved, as follows: For a onvex polytope P withn verties in R3 , one an ompute in linear time a transformation T that map P intoa fat onvex-polytope [3℄. Next, one an ompute a onvex polytope Q0 whih (Æ=)-approximate T (P ), in O(n+ (1=Æ) log(1=Æ)) time [1, Theorem 3.3℄, where  is an appropri-ate onstant. The polytope Q0 has O(1=Æ) verties, P � Q = T�1(Q0), and width (Q) �(1 + Æ=3)width(P ). In partiular, feeding Q into the algorithm of Corollary 3.3, with Æ=3,results in a Æ-approximation to the width of P in O �n+ (1=Æ) log2(1=Æ)� time. We onlude:9



Corollary 3.4 For any Æ > 0, a (1 + Æ)-approximation of the width of a onvex polytopein R3 with n faets an be omputed in time O �n+ (1=Æ) log2(1=Æ)�.Remark: As a matter of fat, the Dobkin-Kirkpatrik hierarhial representations of twoonvex polytopesA and B an be used to obtain eÆient implementation of various extremalqueries onerning the Minkowski sum B� (�A) without its expliit onstrution. See [15℄for details.3.1 Penetration depth under polyhedral metrisAnother appliation of our approximation algorithm is to obtain a linear-time algorithmfor omputing the penetration depth of of A and B under any polyhedral norm. Let Qbe a entrally-symmetri onvex polytope with k verties, and let jj � jjQ denote the normindued by Q. We observe that the jj � jjQ-distane from O to the boundary of P is equal tothe largest saling fator � suh that �Q � P. As is easily seen, a vertex of �Q must thentouh �P. Moreover, as � varies, eah vertex of �Q traes a ray from the origin. Hene,to �nd the largest �, we perform ray-shooting queries from O in eah of the k diretions ofthe rays traed by the verties of Q. For eah of these ray-shooting queries, we omputethe saling fator � that orresponds to the hitting point of that ray with �P. The smallestof these values is the desired jj � jjQ-length of the shortest separating translation. We havethus shown the following.Corollary 3.5 Let A and B be two onvex polytopes A and B in R3 , with m and nfaets, respetively, and let Q be a onvex polytope with k verties. The shortest sepa-rating translation of A and B under the polyhedral distane indued by Q an be omputedin O(m+ n+ k log2(m+ n)) time.3.2 Handling shallow penetrationsIf the penetration of A into B is relatively small, then one might expet that the followingombinatorial property holds in pratie. Let Æ > 0 be a small parameter. Then the numberKÆ of faets of P = B � (�A) whose distane from the origin is at most (1 + Æ)�(A;B) issmall. If this is the ase, then the following more eÆient algorithm omputes �(A;B).
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Algorithm: Shallow-Penetration (A, B)1. Construt the grid G as in Algorithm Approx-Separation.2. Using Algorithm Approx-Separation, ompute a real value � suh that � �(1 + Æ=4)�(A;B).3. Compute G0 = fu 2 G j �(u) � (1 + Æ=4)�g.4. Let B be the ball of radius (1 + Æ=2)� � (1 + Æ)�(A;B) entered at the origin.5. For eah u 2 G0, do the following:(i) Compute the fae f of P supported by the plane orthogonal to u.(ii) By performing an impliit breadth-�rst searh on �P, ompute the on-neted omponent Cu of (�P) \ B that ontains f . (If Cu = Cv for twodiretions u 6= v, we ompute the onneted omponent Cu only one.)(iii) Compute �u = minf2Cu d(O; f), where f is a faet of P in Cu.6. Return minu2G0 �u.Steps (1){(3) an be performed in O(m + n + (log2(m + n))=Æ) time as desribed inthe algorithm Approx-Separation. For a given u 2 G0, we an ompute Cu in O((1 +jCuj) log(m+ n)) time by loating u in the normal diagrams M and M0 and by traversingthe two diagrams simultaneously. We omit the easy details. Computing �u takes O(jCuj)time. Sine we traverse eah onneted omponent of (�P)\B at most one, the total timespent in Step (5) is O((KÆ+1=Æ) log(m+n)), where KÆ is the number of faets of P that lieswithin distane (1 + Æ)�(A;B) from O. The same argument as in Lemma 3.1 an be usedto show that the above algorithm omputes all those onneted omponents of (�P) \ Bthat ontain a faet within distane �(A;B) from O. Hene, minu2G0 �u = �(A;B). Wethus obtain the following.Theorem 3.6 Given two onvex polytopes A and B in R3 , with m and n faets, respetively,and a parameter Æ > 0, one an ompute �(A;B) in time O(m+n+KÆ log(m+n)+(log2(m+n))=Æ), where KÆ is the number of faets of B � (�A) within distane (1 + Æ)�(A;B) fromthe origin.4 ConlusionsWe presented the �rst subquadrati algorithm for omputing the penetration depth of twoonvex polytopes in R3 , by showing that it is losely related to omputing the width ofa onvex polytope. We also presented simple, near-linear approximation algorithms. Weonlude by mentioning two open problems.(i) Can the penetration depth of two onvex polytopes be omputed in near-linear time?11
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